
Abstract:

1. Introduction

-

Scene recognition is a paramount task for autonomous

systems that navigate in open scenarios. In order to achie

ve high scene recognition performance it is necesary to

use correct information. Therefore, data fusion is beco

ming a paramount point in the design of scene recognition

systems. This paper presents a scenery recognition system

using a neural network hierarchical approach. The system

is based on information fusion in indoor scenarios. The

system extracts relevant information with respect to color

and landmarks. Color information is related mainly to

localization of doors. Landmarks are related to corner de

tection. The corner detection method proposed in the pa

per based on corner detection windows has 99% detection

of real corners and 13.43% of false positives. The hierar

chical neural systems consist on two levels. The first level

is built with one neural network and the second level with

two. The hierarchical neural system, based on feed for

ward architectures, presents 90% of correct recognition in

the first level in training, and 95% in validation. The first

ANN in the second level shows 90.90% of correct recogni

tion during training, and 87.5% in validation. The second

ANN has a performance of 93.75% and 91.66% during

training and validation, respectively. The total perfor

mance of the systems was 86.6% during training, and 90%

in validation.
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The advance of science and technology has motivated

new and more complex engineering applications. These

new challenges must involve not only the design of adap

tive and dynamic systems but also the use of correct infor

mation. It is everyday more evident that good multicriteria

decision making systems requires the fusion of data from

multiple sources. A research area where data fusion has

become a fundamental issue is autonomous robot naviga

tion. Making a robot to navigate and perceive its environ

ment requires similar information as the used by a human

[1], [2], [3]. This information usually comes from range

detection sensors such as ultrasonic, laser, or infrared, and

also from image acquisition sensors, such as CCD or

CMOS cameras [4]. The information of each sensor must

be processed adequately in order to extract useful infor

mation for the navigation system of the robot. One para

mount issue in autonomous navigation of robots is related

to scenery recognition. Recognition of sceneries consists

on the identification of a scenario perceived through mea

surements provided by a sensor. The sensor may be any of

the previously mentioned. However, vision sensors are the

most frequently used in this task [5], [6], [7]. The advan

tage of a vision sensor is that it provides compound infor

mation that may be separated into useful properties like

color, edges, texture, shape, spatial relation, etc. There

fore, it is possible to achieve data fusion with the infor

mation of a vision sensor.

This paper presents the design of a hierarchical neural

system for scene recognition using information fusion

from indoor scenarios provided by a camera. The problem

to solve is constrained to the recognition of 10 indoor sce

narios shown in Figure 1. The features used in the design

of the hierarchical neural networks are related to door

position, and corner detection.

The paper is organized in the next sections. Section 2

presents the corner detection method. Door detection

through color analysis and segmentation is explained in

Section 3. Section 4 describes the design of the hierar

chical neural network, and the paper concludes with the

results and conclusions in Section 5.
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Fig. 1. Scenarios to be recognized.

2. Corner detection method
Corner detection is used in areas such as robotics and

medicine. In robotics, it is used for data fusion, navi

gation, and scene recognition. In medicine, it is applied for

image registration such as x-rays, ultrasounds, and me

dical diagnostics [8]. In other applications, corner detec

tion is used for object recognition, stereo vision, motion

detection, among many other usages [9].

Corners are the features more abundant in images of

the real world, in contrast to straight lines [10]. For this

reason, the use of corners is commonly found in tasks such

as image matching. One of the advantages that corners

offer is that, if we have images of the same scene, although

taken from different perspectives, we will find almost the

same corners, which is a good feature for image regis

tration. That in turn will provide information for naviga
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tion of mobile robots. There are different definitions for

what it is considered a 'corner'. F. Mokhtarian and

R. Suomela, in [11], explain that the points of corners in an

image are defined as points where the contour of the image

has its maximum curvature. Juan Andrade-Cetto, in [12],

mentions that corners are one of the most simple features

which can be extracted from an image, and define corners

as those points in an image where there is change in the

intensity in more than one direction. Krishnan Rangarajan

[13] describe a corner as the point of union of two or

more straight lines. In this paper, a corner is considered

accordingly to the definition of Rangarajan. Based on this

consideration, the proposed method described in this

paper locates corners based on corner window analysis.

The methods for the detection of corners can be divi

ded in two groups: those which can accomplish the detec

tion from the image in gray scale, and those which first

detect edges and then detect corners. Among the methods

of the first group, the most mentioned in the literature are

the method of SUSAN [14] and the method of Harris [15].

The method of SUSAN differentiates from other methods

in that it does not compute the derivative of the image

under analysis and that it is not necessary to reduce the

noise that could be present in the image. It uses a circular

mask which scans the whole image, comparing the gray

levels of the central pixel in the mask and the rest of the

pixels inside the mask. All the pixels with a gray level

equal to the central pixel level are considered as part of the

same object. This area is called USAN (Univalue Segment

Assimilating Nucleus). The USAN area has a maximum

value when the center is in a plain region of the image,

a mean value when it is on an edge, and a minimum value

when it is on a corner.

The method of Harris is more sensitive to noise beca

use it is based on the first derivative of the image. How

ever, it is invariant to rotation, translation and illumina

tion, which give it advantages over other methods. This

method uses a window which scans the image and deter

mine sudden changes in gray levels which results from

rotating the window in several directions.

Among the second group of corner detectors, which

use any method of edge detectors, we can mention the one

of X.C. He and N.H.C. Yung [16]. They use the method of

Canny and indicate the steps to follow for the detection of

corners calculating the curvature for each edge. Other

authors use windows for corner detection from edge

images, such as K. Rangarajan [13]. In a similar way,

G. Aguilar [17], compare images of fingerprints for

the identification of persons using 3x3 windows. On tho

se, they propose different bifurcations to be found, which

we could call 'corners'. W. F. Leung [18], use 23 win

dows of different bifurcations, and 28 different windows

of other type of corners for their detection in the finger

print image using neural networks. The method described

in this work is based on the second group of corner detec

tors. Those which first apply edge detection and then de

tect corners using windows over the edge image.

The general scheme of the corner detection method is

shown in Figure 2. The original image ( ) is convolved

with a Gaussian filter to remove noise that could be pre

sent in the image, yielding the image ( ). A gradient

operator and a threshold to determine the edges are appli
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ed to the image . These two operations correspond

to the edge detection using the method of Canny. The

Canny method was used because it yielded better results

than the Sobel and other common edge operators. The re

sulting image is convolved (*) with 30 corner de

tection windows, of order 3x3, to detect the corners

present in the image. The resulting image contains

the corners found.

The corner definition adopted in this work is the one

provided by Rangarajan. It is necessary to find the main

line intersections of the scene under analysis. These lines

are detected through an edge detection procedure. Among

the edge detector operators tested in this work were Sobel,

Prewitt, Robert, Canny, and Laplacian. It was decided to

use the Canny edge detection method [18], because it ge

nerated the best edges in the experiments achieved in this

research. It is also one of the most mentioned and used

edge detector methods in the literature. The Canny me

thod was developed by John F. Canny in 1986. This me

thod detects edges searching maxima of the image gra

dient. The gradient is obtained using the derivative of

a Gaussian filter. The edges are defined by considering

two thresholds related to weak and strong edges which

makes the method more robust under noise circumstan

ces. The method uses two thresholds, to detect strong and

weak edges, and includes the weak edges in the output

only if they are connected to strong edges. This method is

therefore less likely than others to be fooled by noise, and

more likely to detect true weak edges. For a complete des

cription of the method, the reader is encouraged to read

[19]. The parameters used for the Canny method were, =

1.2, = 0.18, and = 0.18. These values were chosen

after several experimentation results.

The papers from G. Aguilar [17], and W.F. Leung

[18], coincide in that there are different types of bifur

cations or corners that we call them,Y´s, V´s, T´s, L´s, and

X´s, accordingly to the form they take, as shown in Figure

3. Based on the similitude of these corners with fingerprint

marks, it was decided to investigate the possibility of

using a unified theory between fingerprint recognition and

scene recognition. Thus, from the fingerprint recognition

works, some windows were chosen to detect corners.
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Fig. 2. Corner detection process.
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Fig. 3. Type of corners.

2.1. Edge Detection

2.2. Corner detection windows
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Each corner detection window is then associated with

an index window

for (1)

obtained by

(2)

where the multiplication is element by element and not

a matrix multiplication. In this way, each window is

related to an index window . In the same way, each index

window can be associated to a total weighting factor

obtained by

(3)

where the corresponds to the weighting factor in .

Corner detection of a scene is accomplished by the

next steps. First convolve the binary Canny result image

( ) with the index matrix

(4)

This step yields the possible corners related to each

corner window . The next step is to decide which of the

possible candidate pixels in each is a corner that

corresponds to . This process is realized scanning the

and assigning a pixel value according to

(5)

to produce a new set of images , where

and . The value 1 indicates that the

pixel is a corner of the type . This process ends

up with 30 binary images that indicate the position of the

different type of corners. The final step consists on the

union of the images to produce the final corners

(6)

Experiments of corner detection were performed on

images from 16 different scenarios, see Figure 7. Scenarios

1 to 10 represent the environment of interest in this work.

They correspond to the real environment where a mobile

robot is going to navigate across. Scenarios 11 to 16 were

added only for evaluation purposes in other scenarios. Be

sides, semi-artificial scenarios to compute the quantitative

performance were obtained from some of these real scena

rios. The purpose of using semi-artificial scenes is to obtain

a correct performance measure of the proposed method,

which would be hard to compute in real (noisy) scenes.

These type of images allow to compute false positives and

false negatives detections in a simpler form, and to achieve

Fig. 6. Generic weight matrix, .
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These selected windows in addition to other proposed

in this work make a set of 30 windows. Each corner detec

tion window, , is a 3x3 mask and their structures are

illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. The set of windows is

composed as follows. Windows , , , and , are four

windows modified from the work of Leung [18]. The

modification consists on the aggregation of one pixel,

because they try to find terminal points, and in our case we

look for crossing lines. The extra pixel is darkened in these

windows. Windows to were also taken from Leung.

The windows to appear in Aguilar [17]. The

subset to are windows proposed in this paper. The

proposed windows were defined by analysis of the corners

usually found in the set of images considered in this work.

Corner detection is achieved through a windows ma

tching process. The image is scanned with the different

corner detection windows wc, trying to match the window

corner shape with the edge pixels. Assuming a 3x3 neigh

borhood and two possible values {0,1} for each pixel, the

number of permutations is 2 = 512. The values 2 for =

0,1,…, 8 can be considered as weighting values to yield

a generic weight matrix , starting at the coordinate

(1, 1) as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 4. Windows w to w for corner detection.

Fig. 5. Windows w to w for corner detection.
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an analysis of these cases. A semi-artificial image is a sim

plified image extracted from a real scene. Results of the

application of the proposed method to the scenarios are

shown in Figure 8. Figure 8a is the semi-artificial scenario

obtained from a real one; the corners to be detected are in

8b. The detected corners with the Harris and proposed me

thods are illustrated in 8c and 8d, respectively. A summary

showing the performances of both, the proposed and the

Harris methods are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The detection

-

-

of real corners is very alike in the two methods, 99% and

98%, respectively. Where there is a more noticeable diffe

rence is in the false positives, where the proposed method

has 13.43%, while the Harris has a 25.86%. Comparison

with the SUSAN algorithm is not possible because it re

quires multi gray level information. In the case of the Harris

method, it was assumed two-gray-level images. A qualita

tive comparison will be given over the original images later

on. Our explanation for the false negatives and false posi

-

-

-

-
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Fig. 7. Scenarios considered to test the corned detection method.

Fig. 8. a) Semi-artificial scenarios, 3, 6, 10, 15,16. b) corners to detect, c) Harris detection, c) SUSAN detection,

d) detection with the proposed method.

a) b) c) d)
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a) b) c)

Fig. 12. A block diagram of the process for door detection.

Fig. 11. Corner detection by a) Harris b) SUSAN and c)

Proposed method.

3. Scene Segmentation
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Interior environments are highly structured scenarios,

because they are designed under specific conditions rela

ted to size, shape, position and orientation of their compo

nents like doors, walls, aisles. Therefore, finding land

marks of these scenarios are important hints for autono

mous robot navigation systems. Z. Chen and S.T. Birch

field [19], state that doors are particular landmarks for na

vigation since they indicate input and output points. Besi

des, doors provide stable structures and they are semanti

cally significant.

This section describes the segmentation process to ob

tain features related to the doors found in the scenarios un

der analysis. The process is shown in Figure 12. The RGB

image is transformed to the HSV color space to be more

tolerant to illumination changes [19]. Then detection of the

doors is achieved by color analysis.

tives is as follows. False negatives are mainly due to cor

ners that do not match exactly to any . For example, two

false negatives of scene 2 are indicated with circles in Figu

re 9a.Aclose view of these cases is illustrated in Figure 9b;

it can be observed that the missed left corner does not

match exactly with the . On the other hand, false positi

ves tend to appear as a consequence of multiple corner de

tections. This is because more than one make a match

with the image edge structure. Figure 10 shows multiple

detections in scene 1. It also shows the corner structures ,

, , that make a match with the , and windows.

Figure 11 shows the corners detected by Harris (a),

SUSAN (b), and the proposed method (c). It can be

observed that, in general, Harris and SUSAN tend to

detect more corners than the proposed method. However,

the false positive rate is assumed to be very high, as proved

with the semi-artificial images using the Harris method.

Considering that corner information is used for robot na

vigation, high rate on false positives may lead to compli

cate more the scene recognition than the lack of some

corners.
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27

5

8 9 28 5 8
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Table 1. Performance of the proposed method.

Table 2. Performance of the Harris method.

Fig. 9. a) False negatives, b) One false negative zoomed

out, c) Pixel view, d) Window .

Fig. 10. False positives in scene 1.
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Scenario

3

6

10

15

16

Total

Scenario

3

6

10

15

16

Total

Real

corners

42

55

32

34

38

201

Real

corners

42

55

32

34

38

201

Corner

detected

40

61

36

46

43

226

Corner

detected

55

70

43

42

40

250

Hits

40/95.23%

55/100%

32/100%

34/100%

38/100%

199/99%

Hits

41/97.6%

52/94.5%

32/100%

34/100%

38/100%

197/98%

False

positives

0/0%

6/11%

4/12%

12/35%

5/13%

27/13.43%

False

positives

14/33%

18/33%

11/34%

8/24%

1/2.6%

52/25.86%

False

negatives

2/5%

0/0%

0/0%

0/0%

0/0%

2/1%

False

negatives

1/2.4%

3/5.5%

0/0%

0/0%

0/0%

4/2%
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3.1. RGB to HSV color space

3.2. HSV component analysis

The HSV color space is one of the spaces commonly

used in color analysis. Schwarz, Cowan and Beatty [20],

performed an experiment to compare five color-space mo-

dels. In this experiment they found significant differences.

In particular, they found that the RGB model is fast but it is

imprecise. On the other hand, the HSV is not as fast as the

RGB but it is very precise for color analysis.

The color space transformation from RGB to HSV is

obtained by the following equations

(7)

(8)

(9)

Statistics of the HSV component values where deter-

mined by a sampling process. The sampling consisted on

a set of 11samples from each door in the scenarios, see

Figure 13. Each sample corresponds to a window of 5x5

pixels. The process involved the computation of the mean

and variance of the mean distributions of the windows

samples over the HSV values. Table 3 shows the mean dis-

tributions over the scenarios, while Table 4 presents the

statistic values of the means.

V

Fig. 13. Color door sampling in two scenarios.

Table 3. Mean distributions over the scenarios.

= maxi ( )R, G, B

Table 4. Statistic values of the means.

H H T and S S T and V V T

Then p x,

H S V p

x,y T T T

T H H T S S T V V

Fig. 14. Door segmentation.

Door detection in autonomous robot navigation is an

important issue because they appear in many interior envi

ronments [21]. Thus, doors are important landmarks that

can be used for scene recognition. Door detection is achie

ved in this work by analysis of the HSV components im

plemented in the following condition

if

(10)

where , , and are the HSV components of the pixel

at coordinates ( ). The thresholds , , and are

(11)

After the classification of the color pixels, blobs of less

than 300 pixels are eliminated since they are not conside

red doors. Figure 14 illustrates some examples of doors

detected by the previous method.

The recognition of the scenarios is achieved with a hie

rarchical neural network, HNN. This type of architecture

was selected due to the similarity of some of the scenarios.

The HNN is composed of two levels, Figure 15. The first

level is composed by one neural network and the second

by two neural networks.

The idea of this HNN is to separate the scenarios into

4 classes, and then use the second level to resolve more

specific cases.

The first neural network is a feedforward backpro

pagation network with 32 inputs, 32 neurons in the hidden

layer, and 4 output neurons, sigmoid tangent activation

functions in the hidden layer, and sigmoid logarithmic

functions in the output layer. This first neural network is

trained to classify the four classes, see Figure 16, using the

next feature vector

3.3. Door segmentation
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(12)

here and are the centroids of the blobs that corres

ponds to the doors, while and are the normalized

height and width, respectively, of those blobs. Figure 17

presents examples of the door blobs with their respective

centroids.

The neural network of the second level is trained to

classify classes 2 and 4 into their corresponding scenarios,

as shown in Figure 18, using the next feature vector

(13)

where and are the centroids of the corner coordi

nates and is the number of corners found in the scenario.

Figure 19 presents examples of the corners with their

respective centroids.

C C

C C

N

Fig. 15. Hierarchical neural network scheme.

P P

E Ey

xi yi

i i

x

-

-

The neural network of the second level is a feedfor-

ward-backpropagation, with 3 inputs, 26 neurons in the

hidden layer, 2 output neurons, sigmoid tangent activation

functions in the hidden layer, and sigmoid logarithmic

functions in the output layer.

h a

Fig. 16. First level of classification.

Fig. 17. Examples of door centroids.

Fig. 18. Second level of classification.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fig. 19. Examples of corner centroids.

Results of the scenario recognition are commented

next. The performance by levels of the HNN over the 10

scenarios considering the two levels is illustrated in

Figure 20. The first classification was achieved by door

detection using the centroids, height and area of the door

blobs. The ANN of the first level was trained to classify

the 10 scenarios into 4 classes. This ANN had 90% of

correct classification during training, and 95% in valida

tion. Class 1 that contains the scenarios 2, 5, 7, and 10 was

considered as one type of scenario because of the high

degree of similarity among the four scenarios. This simila

rity turns to be hard to resolve even for human observers.

Class 3 was not reclassified because it only contains ima

ges of scenario 9. Regarding the classification of scenarios

in the classes 2 and 4, in the second level, it was performed

by using corner detection information as well as the num

ber of corners. ANNs 2 and 3 were trained with this infor

mation. TheANN 2 separated class 2 into scenario 3 and 4

wih a performance of 90.90% in training and 87.5% du

ring validation. The neural network 3 that classifies class 4

into the scenarios 1, 6, and 8 has a performance of 93.75%

VOLUME 5,     N° 1     2011
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in training, and 91.66% in validation.

The total performance of the systems considering

all the scenarios was 86.66% for training, and 90% in

validation.

Two important results are derived from this work. The

first one is related to the proposed corner detector method

and the second to the recognition for scenarios. In regards

the corner detector method we can mention that the

proposed method has similar hit performance in semi-

artificial scenarios as the Harris detector, 99% and 98%,

and false negatives 1% and 2%, respectively. However the

proposed method is better with respect to false positives,

13.43% and 25.86%. On the other hand, the use of com

bined information, door and corner information, provide

important discriminative data validated by the hierar

chical ANN. The ANN findings present an adequate over

all performance of 86.66% for training, and 90% in

validation.

In conclusion, it can be said that the proposed corner

detector method shows good corner detection in semi-

artificial as well as in real indoor and outdoor scenarios as

it was validated in the corner detection experiments per

formed in this research. Besides, the corner detection me

thod provides correct information that is validated with

the performance achieved in theANNs 2 and 3.

Another important conclusion is that the proposed

solution to the scene recognition problem based on fusion

of color and corner features proved to be effective based

on the experimental results obtained in this work.

Results shown in this research confirm that complex

problems like scene recognition for robot navigation are

well faced with information fusion where different type of

information complements each other.

Fig. 20. System performance for levels.
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